Abstract. Let p, <p : [0, T] -» R be bounded functions with <p > 0. Let g: R -> R be a locally Lipschitzian function satisfying the superlinear jumping
Introduction
In this paper we consider the existence of solutions to the Dirichlet problem In addition we assume that the problem is superlinear with jumping nonlinearities, i.e., that there exist real numbers Af and p > 0 such that (1.3) lim ^p-= M, (1.4) lim ^ = oo.
For the sake of simplicity of the proofs we assume, without loss of generality, that #(0) = 0 and g is strictly increasing, M > 0, pe L°°(Q), and 1 < <p(t) < 2 for all t e [0,T]. Theorem A is in the spirit of studying boundary value problems for which the interval (hmu_>_oo(g(u)/u), limu_too(g(u)/u)) contains at least one eigenvalue of -A with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Such a problem is called superlinear (resp. sublinear) if limu^oo(g(u)/u) = oo (resp. limu^oo(g(u)/u) < oo).
The one-dimensional superlinear version of Theorem A is given in [5] , and it motivated our result (see also [4 and 13] ). For studies on the sublinear case we refer the reader to [11] and references therein. The proof of Theorem A is based on the shooting method that we have also used in [3] . We study the singular initial value problem ,.-, u" + ^^u' + g(u)=p(t) + cy>(t), te[0,T], We analyze the energy of the corresponding solutions, i.e., we analyze the function
In order to count the number of zeros of the solutions to (1.8) we show that (1.11) E(t, -cC,c)>0
for C> (N+l)/(N+4) and c sufficiently large. In turn ( 1.11 ) implies that in the Thus if c is sufficiently large, then (1.1) has j -J radially symmetric solutions.
Remarks, (i) If Q is a ring of the form {x e RN : a < \\x\\ < b}, then the equation in (1.8) is no longer singular and thus the problem reduces to the one studied in [5] .
(ii) Condition (1.2) can be considerably weakened. For example, it is easy to verify that if y> > 0 on [0, e) and <p = 0 on [e, T], then Theorem A holds. 
16N -K2' -2N
In particular E(t2) = c2/ with y e [y -(In 16N)/(2 In c), y + (In Q)/(2 In c)].
Proof. Using the same arguments leading to the proof of (2.7) in Lemma 2.2 we get the existence of t2e[x,x + 2\fÑcy '] satisfying u(t2) = 0. Since for u < 0 sufficiently large \g(u)
Thus,
Hence, t2 -x > \/Ñcy~x/\/2, which leads to z/(/2) > c}'/2\fTÑ, and
On the other hand by replacing tx with x in (2.11) and using the fact that
On the other hand 1 u'(x) = 0, we obtain
Hence, the lemma is proven.
Lemma 2.4. There exists C3 such that if c > C3, E(t2) = cy, and y/(t2) e [2kn + n/2,2kn + n) for some t2 e [Ncy~x/4\[Q, T], then there exists t3 e (t2,t2 + 2c7~x) such that y/(t3) = 2kn + n, and ¡c2y<E(t3)<2c2y.
In particular E(t3) = c2y' with y' e[y+ (ln\)/(2lnc) ,y+ (ln2)/(2lnc)].
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that u(t2) < g~ (4c). For / > t2 such that u(t) < ^"'(4c), and y/(s) e [2kn + n/2,2kn + n], for all
s e(t2,t), we have (2.17)
for c sufficiently large, from (2.17) using (2.4) we see that there exists a positive constant R independent of (c,y) suchthat (u'(t)) <k cy. On the other hand
for c sufficiently large (see (2.4)). From (2.18) and (2.19) we have {u(t)f>\c2y.
Thus (2.20) (4c)X,{X+p)>u(t)>^cy(t-t2).
Hence, there exists t* e (t2, t2 + 6c{x/{x+p))~y) such that (2.21) u(t*) = g~X(4c) and u'(t*)>^-cy.
For t > t* with u'(s) > 0 for all s e[t*, t] we have
Hence,
Thus, there exists t3 e (t* ,t* + \ßcy~x¡2) c (t2,t2 + 2cy~x), (see (2.4)), such that (2.23) u\t3) = 0 for c sufficiently large, and u'(t) > 0 for all t e[t* ,t3). In particular (2.24) y/(t3) = 2kn + n.
Moreover, for t e [t2, t3] from (2.17) we have (2.25) G(u(t)) <E(t)< c2y + 3cu(t).
Thus from (1.4) we infer (2.26) (u(t))2+p -3cu(t) < c2y. Now, if (u(t))2+p < 6cu(t), then (2.27) u(t) < 6cx/{x+p).
For (u(t))2+p > 6cu(t) from (2.26) we see that (2.28) u(t) < \c2y~x.
By using (2.4), (2.27), and (2.28) for c sufficiently large we infer (2.29) u(t) < \c2y~x. Moreover, \c2y<E(U)<c2y.
In particular E(t4) = c2y with y e[y + (In |)/(21nc), y].
Proof. Since y/(t3) e [2kn + n, 2kn + fzr], we have u(t3) > 0 and u'(t3) < 0.
Hence either
If (2.33) holds then for t > t3 with u(s) > g'x(2c + Wp^ + cy+e) for all
Suppose that for all t e(t3,t3(l+c"E'2)) we have u(t) > g~x(2c+\\p\\oo+cy+e). Hence, now for all X e (-e, -e/2), by (2.35) we infer
Since E(t3) = c2y, we have that u(t3) < G~x(c2y). By (1.4) we see that for c sufficiently large g~X(c2y) < c y'^+p). Hence, there exists C4 > HpH^ such that for c> C4
Also, since e > 0 and (2.4) holds, we can assume C4 to be such that c~£' -c~e > c~e' ¡2 for c > C4, and that there exists a constant kx > 0 such that for c> C4 
Thus (2.56) G(u(t4)) < G(u(t5)) < Mx(u(t5))2 + M2<-.
Since E(t4) = c y, from (2.56) we have 
Energy analysis
Throughout this section we use K, k', K', k, kx, k2 to denote various constants independent of (c, y).
Let now u(t) := u(t,d,c) be a solution to (1.8 In particular E(t,d,c)>0 for all te[0,T].
Proof Since xx > i > cy ' from (3.2) we have (3.3) for i = 1. Also, from (3.2) we see that (3.4) k'c2y+(y-X)N <E(xi,d,c)<K'c2y.
Thus, as in (2.54) we obtain the existence of a e [x¡,x¡ + Kcy~x] such that u'(a) = 0 and u(a) > -(a + 4)c2y~x . Furthermore, since u"(t) < Kcx~ycy + 7,c + (M+ l)\u(a)\ < Kc for t e [x^a] we infer 0 = u'(a) < -c7+('"ip/2) + Kc(a -t;) . Therefore a -x¡ > Kcy-x+{y-x)[N/2). Also, by the continuity of u we see that there exists â e [t; , a] such that u'(a) = \u(r¡).
Since u(a) = z/(t,) + /Tfl[u"(s)ds < u(ri) + Kc(â -xi) we have â-T,>^-1+(),-1)W2).Thus
Arguing as in (2.6)-(2.7) we see that f; < ez + Kcy~x . In particular there exists a unique b (u is convex on (x¿, x¡)) suchthat u(b) = -cxl(X+p). Since u(b) = u(a) + f" u'(s) ds < -Kc2?-l^-V" + {b-a)Kcy, Ja we infer
where we have also used the fact that 2y + (y-l)N-l > 1/(1+ p). Hence, as in (2.12) we obtain that E(xt,d,c) > Kc2y+{-y~X)N . Imitating the arguments used in Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 we show the existence of x¡ < x\ < x* < x'[ < xi+x such that u(x\) = u{x") = Kg~x(4c), u(x'¡) > 0, u(x") < 0, and u'(x*) = 0. In addition, we obtain that >, s tf-2 , ,
dr.
Integrating by parts the last term we get ence u(t) > u(x) + (c/4N)(t -x)2. Therefore, t, < 2v/Ä7(|h(t)|/c)(1/2) exists such that u(xx + x) = 0. Similarly using that for u < 0 sufficiently large \g(u)\ <(M+ l)\u\ we have u'(t) < t(3c + (M + l)\u(x)\)/N. Thus, u(t) < u(x) + t2(3c + (M+ 1)|m(t)|)/(2A) . This proves that Proof. Suppose that u(t) < -c2y°~x . From Lemma 3.2 for all t > t with u(t) < 0 we have If w'(7) < 0 we let i0 denote the smallest number greater than ? such that u'(t0) = 0, and if «'(7) > 0 we let i0 = 7. Of course, w(i0) < u(t) < -c2y°~x. Since for all s > t0 with u < 0 on (í0,j) we have that \u'(s)\ < cy°/4\/2Ñ, hence «(/) < 0 for t e (tQ, r0 + 4y/2Ñcy°~x). Thus, for t = t0 + 4V/2ÄV0_1 we have u'(t0 + 4V2Ñcyo~x) = u'(t0)+ f u"(s)ds Let now c be such that if c > c then (ln64A/)/(21nc) < \(y2 -yx). By applying consecutively the lemmas from section 2, depending on the quadrant where u(t) lies we obtain the existence of t, e [t,t + Kc~(e,ï)] such that u(xx) = 0, u'(xx) < 0 and (3.2) holds. Now, directly from Lemma 3.1 by taking C* = max{c*, C, c) we obtain the proof of the lemma.
Separation of zeroes
The following lemma is a version of the Sturm comparison theorem for singular linear differential equations, and it proves our main estimate on the separation of zeroes. Hence, u¡(x) = u(\\x\\,d¡,c) is a solution to ( 1.1 ) with exactly i interior nodal surfaces. Thus, Theorem A is proven.
